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Why a 30-Day Quick Start Guide?

Selling Creative Sound explains how sound libraries work, how to shape them, 

and how to partner with the best Web shops on the Internet.

Crafting your sound library and selling it wisely takes time. It requires work. 

At first this may seem overwhelming.

The work itself isn't particularly mind-bending, however. Anyone can 

complete it. By far the trickiest aspect of publishing a sound library is completing 

the work. It requires persistence. 

I've written The 30-Day Quick-Start Guide to help. This guide divides the 

journey of selling your sound library into thirty easy steps. It presents the ideas 

from Selling Creative Sound in manageable, organized chunks. It's designed so you 

can complete the tasks in a month. It splits the work of cleaning and organizing 

your library into bite-sized steps you can finish each day. With a bit of diligence, 

they can be completed even if you have a full-time job.

It is possible to complete this guide faster than thirty days. I've given each 

task a generous amount of time to finish. This is so you will adopt a pace that 

avoids frustration and burn out. You're certainly welcome to complete the tasks 

more quickly. It's up to you.

Don't feel pressured to work faster if you don't want to, though. Getting a 

library live within a month is quite an accomplishment itself.
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How to Use This Guide

Each day focuses on completing one type of task.

Each task is either a Decision, Research, or an Action. I've labeled which at 

the beginning of each day.

I've divided the tasks this way because each is a separate mode of working. 

Decisions, research, and action all require different amounts of focus and 

diligence. Knowing which type helps plan your work.

I've also listed the expected time to complete each task. It's an estimate. Some 

tasks can be completed in an hour or less. Some, like assigning metadata, are 

more complex and may take as long as eight hours. The time for other tasks 

depends on the size of your library.

At the end of each task, I'll list reference chapters from Selling Creative Sound. 

Consult these chapters to find detailed information to help with each task.

Flip through this guide to see what you can expect. Look at the next day's 

task before you get there for an impression of what's ahead.

This guide is not a checklist. It is not a mindless method of robotically ticking 

off lists. Why?

Everyone's sound library is different. You have your own private goals. 

Because of this, you may find yourself whisking through one task, or spending 

more time on another. You may find some tasks are more relevant than others. 

You may complete some out of order. That's great!

Regardless of the exact number and order of tasks you apply, you'll find this 
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guide focuses on the two vital qualities for a successful sound library: invoking 

unique creations that reveal the personality, substance, and style your fans crave, 

and growing strong, resilient relationships with the best Web shop partners.

Let's get started.
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Is a Sound Library Required to Begin?

This guide assumes you already have a sound library.

Don't have a single clip recorded yet? Don't worry. You can still share sound 

with the world, it just takes a little longer. Are you in this situation? You just 

have a bit of homework to finish before you start this guide.

Normally a composer or sound designer would assemble a collection over 

years, or decades. Creating sound isn't easy. It benefits from a thoughtful, 

deliberate approach. This helps discover your Substance and Style in a natural 

way. It builds a library of unique, powerful tracks that are linked to you alone.

However, you want to begin now. You need to gather a collection more 

quickly than that. How can you create an impressive sound library without 

compromising quality? Use the turbo-charged method below to gather a 

collection swiftly.

The Turbo-Charged Way to Start a Sound Library

1. Acquire gear.

2. Record ten clips a day for a month.

3. Master ten clips a day for a month.

4. Check your work.

Acquire Gear

Your first step is to buy, rent, or borrow recording gear. Your choice depends 

on your budget. 
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• No budget. Recording gear is expensive and delicate. You'll need to work 

hard and be inventive to find ways to borrow gear free of charge. Ideas? 

Ask friends. Explore borrowing gear from schools. Approach a post 

facility and volunteer in exchange for gear time or hours in the studio. 

Some governments support the arts. See if your city has initiatives that 

allow access to recording facilities or equipment.

• $200-$500. Portable recorders are the best option. They include 

microphones, recorders, and storage in one small package. The Zoom 

H4n, Sony PCM-M10, or PCM-D50 record sound well and are 

inexpensive. Also, explore film co-ops in your city. Membership is cheap, 

and rental prices are reasonable. You'll be able to rent sophisticated gear 

cheaply.

• $1000 or more. This budget allows access to professional gear. A basic kit 

includes a microphone, cabling, a windscreen, and a recorder. This allows 

you more flexibility choosing a microphone specifically suited for the 

sounds you wish to record. A Røde NT4, Zoom H4n, windscreen, and 

cabling will squeeze in just under $1000. Have more cash? Upgrade your 

microphone, diversify them, or buy a dedicated preamp for cleaner sound. 

You can find more detail about gear choices in my book Field Recording: 

From Research to Wrap, or on the blog at creativefieldrecording.com.

Record Ten Clips a Day for a Month

Once you have your gear, record ten clips every day for thirty days. You can 

likely record more. The idea is to pace yourself. Why?

Well, recording only ten sound effects is manageable. It allows you to focus 

on completing those sounds, and doing that well. Parcel out your recordings to 

ensure you record only exceptional sound. The emphasizes quality over quantity, 

http://www.creativefieldrecording.com
http://www.creativefieldrecording.com
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which will distinguish your library from others.

What sounds do you record? Look at the "Sound Library Wish List" in 

Selling Creative Sound to find valuable sounds. Aim to record signature sounds. 

Focus on quality.

What about music libraries? Composing ten unique songs a day is incredibly 

difficult. Try for one track instead. It can be a sting, a bumper, or a full-length 

track. Again, remember: quality is key. 

Master Ten Clips a Day for a Month

Polish your recorded clips. Read "Editing and Mastering" in Selling Creative 

Sound for basic tips.

You'll need software to do this, of course. Professional software such as Pro 

Tools is hundreds of dollars. If you are working with a limited budget, check out 

Reaper. It's free to use for 60 days, and is inexpensive to buy. No budget? Use 

free software like Audacity. It's a bit more awkward to use, but is open source 

and won't cost you a cent.

Aim to perfect ten sound effects tracks a day. If you're building a music 

collection, master a single track with versions (full, 60-second, 30-second, etc). 

This will take you another month.

Check Your Work

You've deliberately limited the amount of tracks you've recorded and 

mastered daily. That ensures your work will be focused, and high-quality. Give 

http://www.avid.com/US/products/family/pro-tools
http://www.avid.com/US/products/family/pro-tools
http://www.avid.com/US/products/family/pro-tools
http://reaper.fm
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
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your tracks one final pass. Listen to them again. Tweak them. Verify that your 

collection is bullet-proof.

Find more suggestions in "Checking Your Work" in Selling Creative Sound. 

At the end of this process you'll have created 300 impressive sound effects, or 

30 strong music tracks with versions. Either is a respectable starting point for a 

sound library. It's an impressive accomplishment for sixty days of work.

This is just one method for creating a sound library quickly. You can devise 

your own method. However, remember to record signature sounds, and ensure 

they are captured with a focus on quality. Don't rush your recordings. It is 

preferable to have fewer, better sounds than a collection of boring, weak clips.

All done? You're now ready to begin the Quick Start Guide.
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Research
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Day 1: Research Existing Web Shops Styles

Overview

• Task Type: Research.

• Task Time: 2 hours.

Today's Goal

We'll start with an easy task: research. Your goal for today is to discover how 

sound effects and music are sold on the Web right now. You'll explore stores, 

learn what they sell, and how they do it. Why bother?

The Internet is constantly in flux. Months in our world equate to decades of 

change on the Web. A store that was prominent last year could be extinct today. 

It's essential to uncover how the industry works, and who the players are.

Often the most important changes are more subtle. A website framework 

may have been trendy last year. Now it looks quaint, or perhaps is riddled with 

bugs that haven't been patched.

Today's Task

Look in the bonus documents included with The 30-Day Quick-Start Guide. 

You'll find an Excel spreadsheet called "Partner Research Worksheet." We'll 

begin completing this sheet today.

NOTE: the worksheet is an XLS spreadsheet. You don't need Microsoft 

Excel to use it though. You can import it into Apple's Numbers app, Google 
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Drive, or the free Open Office app (openoffice.org).

Fire up your computer, launch your browser, and navigate to your favourite 

search engine. Search for these Web sites:

1. CD-based sound libraries.

2. Major downloadable Web shops.

3. Independent sound libraries.

Cross-index those terms with these industry-standard keywords to narrow 

your search. Use plurals as well:

• Sound effect, sound clip, sound fx, sfx.

• Music, production music, soundalike, stock music, buyout music.

• Library, collection, bundle, pack.

• Sell, selling, download, downloadable, royalty-free.

• WAV, MP3, AIFF.

You'll receive dozens of sound effects and music Web shops. Examine how 

each store works. Do they ship? Do they download individual sounds? Do they 

offer bundles instead? What about design? Are they attractive? Are they easy to 

use?

Get a feel for the websites. Identify lead players. Make a list of sites in the 

worksheet. There's no need to be exceptionally detailed right now. We'll get to 

that later. Right now search for the terms above and note:

• Website name.

• Website URL.

• Delivery type.

• Compensation type.

http://openoffice.org
http://openoffice.org
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• Purchasing type.

• Payment type.

The goal is to learn as much of the business of selling sound effects or music 

libraries as you can. There's a lot to absorb. You may be confused by what you 

learn. That's fine. Get a sense of things right now. If you've read Selling Creative 

Sound, you'll have a good grip on what you'll find.

List differences. Note which sites you prefer.

Read More

• "The World of Selling Sound Online: How Should You Sell Your 

Library?"

• "Your Sound Library: How Sound Web Shops Work"
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Day 2: Decide on Your Library's Approach

Overview

• Task Type: Decision.

• Task Time: 1 hour.

Today's Goal

Today you'll decide how you will sell your sound library.

It may seem early to make such a broad decision. Don't worry, it's not 

irreversible. However, choosing now begins shaping your collection. Deciding if 

you will offer physical products, share via attribution, or stream your tracks, 

focuses your library. You will make decisions quickly and effortlessly during 

later days.

How sound is shared may change over time, of course. Technologies will 

emerge to distribute sound in new ways. Demand may surge or dip. You will 

adapt to this during your career, as will the way you sell sound. However, 

deciding now on a single, comfortable method for you will make it far easier to 

launch your library.

Today's Task

There are only a few possible ways that sound can be paid for, sold, and 

delivered. The combinations of these options create a vast variety of Web shops, 

however. Many of these choices are exclusive to each other. You can't offer your 

library for free on one site and also demand payment on another, for instance.
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I've included my recommendation in Sharing Creative Sound. I believe that a 

paid, downloadable royalty-based à la carte model is best, and you can read why 

in "Making Sense of the Options." You may have different goals. Use today's 

task to browse these options and decide which methods fit the goals of your 

collection.

Here are your choices:

1. Type of Web shop.

2. Delivery.

3. Compensation.

4. Purchasing.

5. Payment.

Type of Web Shop

1. Distribution.

2. A bundle website.

3. A database website.

Are you interested in selling your library on another website, or building 

your own bundle or database shop?

If you're interested in the last two, you'll have to wait for my future books. 

Distribution is the type of Web shop we'll discuss here. It the easiest, quickest 

and safest way to begin selling your sound library.

Although we're not covering the other options, it's helpful to consider the 

way they sell sound. After all, you may pursue this path in the future.
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Delivery

1. Physical distribution.

2. Digital distribution.

Decide how you want to distribute your library. Do you want to sell DVDs 

on a partner Web shop, or allow library downloads? You may choose a mix.

Consider if the additional work and costs needed for physical distribution are 

a good fit. Perhaps digital distribution is a bit too anonymous for you. Maybe 

you like the idea of producing a library you can hold. You may prefer the 

location-independent aspect of downloads instead.

Weigh the benefits and detriments to each.

Compensation

1. Attribution.

2. Sharing free of charge.

3. Public domain.

4. Payment.

How do you want to get paid? Is sharing regardless of compensation 

acceptable to you? Which interests you: being paid only with attribution, 

sharing free of charge, placing your library in the public domain, or receiving 

payment for each download?
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Purchasing

1. À la carte.

2. Credits.

3. Subscription.

4. Streaming.

Interested in paid compensation? Decide which types of Web shop payments 

are acceptable to you. You may wish to be paid precisely for each sound you sell. 

Bulk subscription payments may be fine. Learn about each and decide.

Payment

1. Royalty.

2. Buyout.

Are you interested in a bag of cash up front? Buyout is your choice. Do you 

want constant earnings, which begin small but grow over time? A royalty 

arrangement is best for you.

Why bother deciding now? You may be inclined to try everything.

There are dozens of options for selling sound. Each Web shop is slightly 

different. Deciding your path now helps you focus. It makes future decisions 

easier. Sketch what appeals to you and what does not.

Read More
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• "The World of Selling Sound Online: How Should You Sell Your 

Library?"

• "The World of Selling Sound Online: Delivery."

• "The World of Selling Sound Online: Compensation."

• "The World of Selling Sound Online: Purchasing."

• "The World of Selling Sound Online: Payment."

• "The World of Selling Sound Online: Making Sense of the Options"
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Day 3: Research Library Content

Overview

• Task Type: Research.

• Task Time: 5 hours.

Today's Goal

Although today's a longer day, it'll be a fun one.

Today you'll be listening to sound libraries across the Internet. The goal is to 

learn what libraries are out there. Why?

There are three reasons. The first is to discover what libraries shops host. By 

visiting many shops, you'll learn which libraries are widespread, and which are 

"boutique." During this process you'll also learn about your competition. Which 

libraries are in demand? Which kind of sounds do they host? Are certain 

categories popular, overdone, or lacking?

This will help you learn a third reason for researching library content: 

opportunities. Do you see conspicuous gaps in Web shop collections? Adding 

your crossbow recordings to a shop missing medieval clips will ensure high sales. 

Maybe a buyout music site stocks only tracks with synthesized strings. Your 

quartet songs will be prized.

Today's Task

What sound effects and music are out there? Use the list you made on Day 1 
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to browse collections. Preview sounds. Break down what you find by:

1. Quantity.

2. Quality.

3. Content.

See what libraries appear on which sites. Discover which packages websites 

sell. How many sounds fill each package? Which sounds are in each collection? 

What libraries do they host? Are they common between websites? Discover who 

has foundation sound effects. Find Web shops with good signature collections. 

Note which sites lack certain sounds, or are overflowing with others.

Think about each shop in terms of Quantity, Quality, and Content. Complete 

these fields in the "Partner Research Worksheet."

• Content type. Sound effects, music, or a combination?

• Collection size.

• Foundation clips. List which foundation sounds are common. Are some 

over-represented?

• Signature clips. Does the shop contain any notable, unique clips? Do they 

mirror yours? List them here.

Compare this information with what you learned in the chapter "Your Sound 

Library: What Sound Effects Fail?" Note extremes. Which sound libraries 

impress you? Which perplex you? Complete the "Content Review" section in the 

"Partner Research Worksheet."

Searching forums, blogs, and boards for opinions and library 

recommendations is another way to learn about the current state of libraries and 

shops.
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Read More

• "Your Sound Library: The State of Sound Effects on the Web"

• "Your Sound Library: What Sound Effects Fail?"



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This is a sample section of The 30-Day Quick-Start Guide to Selling Creative 
Sound. Share it with as many people as you like. 
 
Buy the full version at creativefieldrecording.com/books. 
 
 
 
 
Learn more about field recording meaningful sound effects and sharing 
them with others at creativefieldrecording.com. 
 
Download sound effects at airbornesound.com. 
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